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Sri Thirumangai Azhwar’s 

Periya Thirumozhi 

Single Invocatory verses  

 

VERSE BY SRI THIRUKKOTTIYUR NAMBI 

I meditate on Sri Thirumangai Azhwar - the poet, who is like the sun for the world and 

who destroys the faults of the kali age.  By his words, the darkness of ignorance is 

eliminated. 

VERSE BY SRI EMPERUMANAAR 

Hail to Parakalan. Hail to one who destroys the blemishes of the kali age.Hail to one 

who eternally resides in Thirukkuraiyalur. Hail to the resplendent spear in the divine 

hands of the ruler of Thirumangai, who is pure and who obtained the holy mantra from 

the wondrous Lord by showing the might of his sword. 

VERSE BY SRI KOORATTHAZHVAN 

The divine works of Sri Thirumangai Azhwar, who is like the deity of death to his 

adversaries, are the light that destroys the ignorance of the mind. It is the nectar that is an 

antidote to the poison of the endless repeated births which are interminable by any effort. 

It is the example for the five elegant divisions of grammar of the literary work in Tamil. 

It is essence of the Vedas.  It is like fire for the cotton balls like religions of the heretics. 

VERSES BY SRI EMBAAR 

O’ our refuge! O’ sage Sri Ramanuja! O’ king of the ascetics, who leads everyone by 

removing all doubts arising from the scriptures! Please bless me so that I can retain in my 

mind all the thousand verses containing the essence of the Vedas, graced by Sri 

Thirumangai Azhwar, the ruler of all those residing in Thirumangai. 

O’ King, who won over Sriman Narayana while waiting incognito to waylay the newly 

wedded! You, who are like the deity of death for the heretics, please destroy the misery 

arising from my actions with the spear that you carry in your hands.       



 

 

Sri Thirumangai Azhwar’s  

Periya Thirumozhi 

First Decade – First Thirumozhi  

 

1. Taking birth in the physical world full of misery I remained immersed without even the 

discriminating understanding between the body and the soul, thinking the happiness out 

of union with women to be the ultimate pinnacle of joy, followed them and their ways. 

Thus being restless with the mind pulled by the senses, full of distress, I began to wither. 

Due to the grace of the Lord, (even without my knowledge), obtained the one life 

sustaining wisdom and began to discriminate between the good and the bad. I came to 

have vision of the eight syllable mantra “Om namah Narayanaya”.  

 

 

2. Saying “You are my life and you are my ambrosia”, almost melting at the thought of the 

pleasures afforded by them, considering their large bosoms as the savior, the sinner that I 

was, not realizing that true savior is the supreme Lord, spent the time in waste. Thus went 

many a days and months. Then I came to utter the eight syllable mantra by my tongue 

and became alive to worship the Lord and the divine mother of Thirukkudanthai, which 

abound in waters where the feathery swans frolic with their mates. 

   

 

3. Desiring good, but not performing good deeds, multiplying the unrighteous acts thinking 

of the beautiful figures of the women, those days past became wasted worse than the 

dreams of the mute. Now, I came to have the vision of my life sustaining nama 

“Narayana”, the nama of that supreme Lord, who is the father of the cupid, our master 

and who resides in the hearts of those who had taken Him as their sole refuge.     

 

 

 

 



 

 

4. Always wishing victory, toiling for the fleeting material wealth, desiring pleasures 

resulting from union with women with beautiful spear like eyes, I remained restless with 

unsettled mind, not knowing what to do or how to seek real life  My life became 

sustained when I came to have the vision of the eight syllable mantra “  “Om namah 

Narayanaya” by the grace of the Lord, who lifted the earth from the deluging waters of 

the dissolution, as the divine boar Varaha, with the strong and huge form extending into 

the skies holding the divine discus in His hands. 

 

 

5. I was a thief. (Stealing the Atma “the self”, which is His possession), I caused many 

harmful deeds, indulging in various material pleasures. Through His grace, I obtained 

wisdom and understood that He is the Seshi (the principal) and we are the SEsha 

bhoothas (the subordinates). I became full and fit for the eternal path. My inside melted 

and my voice became low. Tears of joy overflowed all over my body. I began chanting 

Narayana namam all night and day. 

 

 

6. O’ Devotees, immersed in the experience of the Lord! Worshiping my benefactor, my 

father, my relative, my ruler, my life, my suzerain lord who destroyed the demons 

terrifying them and crushing them by the arrows, who lives eternally in Thanjai 

Mamanikoil shrine, surrounded by fragrant gardens and tall walls, I became alive like you 

and came to know the Narayana namam. 

 

 

7. O’ Poets who know the words and the meanings and their usage! You sing and praise 

people in this world, those who live by improper means, calling them “the wish yielding 

tree” and “the protector of the learned”. You do not know their ways of life, their lineage 

and that they are the wealthy now who used to be poor before and also you do not know 

their nature and yet praise them in words that do not match the meaning, in whatever way 

it appears in your minds. Please come, I will tell you one thing. Worship the Lord Ara 

Amudan in Thirukkudanthai surrounded by waters. See, this is the real truth. Become 

alive and chant the Narayana namam.  

 

 

 



 

 

8. I have not learnt the scriptures (from an Acharya). I let my mind freely into all the areas 

of interest for all of my five senses. Therefore I remained ignorant and attained nothing 

good. I engaged myself in endeavors causing harm to all beings in this large earth. That 

was how I was until yesterday. Fortunately due to the grace of the Lord, I became 

changed. I stopped causing harm to others. Thinking of the ways to eternal freedom, I 

took to the eight syllable mantra as my guide. 

 

 

9. The Narayana namam will bestow (on those who meditate on it), lineage in devotees’ 

family. It will bestow wealth, will destroy all misery of the devotees like leveling the 

ground, will yield the eternal beatitude, bestow   grace and provide the highest state of 

divine service (kainkaryam).  It will give the strength to be able to experience the Lord. It 

provides further all kinds of good. It will germinate wisdom about one’s self more than 

one’s mother who merely gives birth to one’s body. I (who was ignorant of all these) 

came to know this word that bestows the wealth of divine service (kainkarya sri). 

 

10. O’ devotees! Using this divine garland of verses which is well made with proper words, 

by the ruler of Thirumangai, who carries a sword and who gets rid of the faults of the kali 

age, - Thirumangai which is surrounded by plush gardens and large body of water, 

covered with moving clouds and humming bees. Call Narayana namam at the time when 

life begins to fade. Think of Narayana namam when in distress, it is good to say it even 

when there is none. Lo and behold! It is Medicine for all our ills". 

 

I bow to the divine feet of Sri Thirumangai Azhwar 

Adiyen ranganathan 

 


